Dear ISSF President, Presidents of National Federations and Shooters of the World

Re: Shooting Sport Test Event, Tokyo 2020 - OFFICIAL INVITATION

The Tokyo 2020 Organising Committee wish to extend a warm invitation to all qualifying ISSF member federations to take part in this test event, READY STEADY TOKYO – Shooting. If you have earned quota places for the Tokyo Games, you may enter the same number of athletes in the same events for this test event.

The event will be a Tokyo 2020 Test Event for the rifle, pistol and shotgun disciplines and will take place at the Asaka Shooting Range, the Olympic venue for shooting, in Tokyo from 18th to 25th April 2020. The official arrival day will be on 16th April and departure 26th April 2020.

This event will form part of the READY STEADY TOKYO series of test events in preparation for the XXXII Tokyo Olympic Games. As far as is reasonably possible the same format, conditions and schedule will be followed as for the Tokyo Games themselves. A full Invitation Pack, detailing the entry and administrative arrangements for the event, is included with this letter.

Tokyo 2020 has appointed Tobu Top Tours Co., Ltd. as our event management partners. They are responsible for managing and co-ordinating a number of the non-sport aspects of the event. If you have any questions relating to transport, accommodation or any other administrative matters please contact them as they will be delighted to help. Full details of whom to contact on a variety of subjects is included in the Invitation Pack.

You are required to book official accommodation and transport through Tobu Top Tours Co., Ltd. so that your arrival and departure can be co-ordinated and to ensure that you have access to the transport system that will operate between the official hotels and the venue.

I wish all federations and their team’s best wishes in their Olympic preparations and very much look forward to welcoming you to Tokyo and the READY STEADY TOKYO - Shooting test event in April 2020.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Underhill

Tokyo 2020 Shooting Competition Manager